
Lecture 22 Abnormal Peychology

So far we have been looking at "normal" people's prychology
» Pica: Appetite for non-nutritive stuff like glass, shirt,

pencil,, etc.

I What is abnormal
I norm?Out of social very- very difficult to define!

Hmm not quite.
Mabadaptive? - But procrastination not always abnommal
Personal distress? - But many people have that

- Observer discomfort? - But net lking way not indicate abnormal
mayse some combination of these?

But also not quite. Someone doing all these may still not
be abnormal _ there are some entire/people to do that

* Abnormality spectrum.

147
I where to drew live?

No disorder

* Specific symptoms
- Hallncinations
-

Severe disorder

But we
have these too!all many

maybe theysomething
religion /cult,

actually see
we see are

false: sensony
Delusions: logical thicking

- Affective Disturbances: abnormal emotion
- Cognitive Deficits

- Some ppl still able to function with these
- A prof with Hallicination but still able to teach

hallcination
part of spiritnality

mayke

maybe



#2 Effect of labels
Diagnostic and statitics Manual"
- By symptom profles do

DSM (by APA)

- bibed fur alinical paychologists

- Must
Why DSM

distres or impairment in functioning

Reliability Is but still
- Validity

not perfect
" Research Domain Criteria'

RDoC" new alempt to understand underdying
cases. Researchersare still using this

Dimensional rather than bi pdlar
- Problem. insurence company needs DSM and

RDoC. There's diversion between
practice,

not look . at
research de

# Effects of labeds:
Pros
sense of control
Cognitwe economy self faiting prophecies

> People voluntaridy hospitalive for fake hallucination
out docters keep them for a long time!

view normal things as abnormal!
Thrns

and

criteria, etc.

Cons
Stigma



* Terms
[Fear. national response to st dangerous. «Body's natural defence

Phobia: imational, persistent. May react wath anxiety. And they
know they have this phobia. People also avoid this.

> Arachrophobia
> Schizophrenia

spider phobia. Persistant.
disturbance in thinking, amotionalresponsiveness,

Is behavions. We see langer dark area in their brain scan I fhaid fled

extra behaviours like hallucination, delations , thought passivith
(feeling others can hear your thought I thinking your thonghts are implanted?

- Negatine: Algia- thought interroption,
- Cognitive symptoms memory. etc.

» Munchausen Syndrome by Proxy - disorder of parents to induce /
exegerate kid's sickness

-> Munchausen syndrome actively trying to become sick.
! Not same as malingering, hypochondria, medical student syndrome

area). Categories:
- Positive

#3 Some Cases


